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Abstract:
Contact management is one of the basic needs of every person as well as every organization on it allow saving information of contacts like Last Name, First Name, Middle Name, Phone number, email id, upload picture etc. In this application category wise contact management can be done. Reminder of birthday, anniversary, or important events can be shown to the registered user. By using this application we easily search our contacts category wise which will be helpful in many situations like to send letter or invitation to our relatives, friends, or clients.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
Contact management is one of the basic needs of every person as well as every organization. On a daily basis, everyone depends on a lot of contacts which cannot be remembered easily as it’s tough to do so. Hence dependability increases on phones. What will be the situation if our phone is lost and we do not easily remember our contacts and other important stuff? Our idea is to come up with a webapp which will be a partial remedy to the phone. So we decided to develop a webapp which will allow saving information of contacts like Last Name, First Name, Middle Name, Phone number, email id, upload image etc. It will be multi user application secured as personal data and saved contact details will not be accessible to other users. It will consist the facility to create new personal contacts. This webapp will help personal business users every day to remember important things about people they meet. In this application category wise contact management can be done. Reminder of birthday, anniversary, or important events can be shown to the registered user By using this application we easily search our contacts category wise which will be helpful in many situations like to send letter or invitation to our relatives, friends, or clients.

II. WORKING:

Figure 1. Login Form
III. FLOW:

Figure 2. Registration Form

Figure 3. Use case Diagram

Figure 4. Data flow diagram
IV. FUNCTIONALITIES TO BE ADDED:

Contact Management
Enables users to store, organize, update, and track an unlimited number of account and contact profiles, including names, titles, mailing addresses, email addresses, phone numbers, fax numbers, industry sector/SIC codes, company size (employees and revenues), birthdays and anniversaries, product information and other important data.

Centralize Contact Management
Online contact management allows you to store and to manage contact information in one central, online location.

Contact Search & Filter
Locate the contact information you need easily by searching in the online address book. View by categories or full contact list, and filter alphabetically. Predictive text like search option.

Categorize & Group Contacts
Create personal and group contact categories. Organize each contact by category. One contact can be associated to multiple categories. Update contact will change contact information under all categories.

Private Personal Contacts:
Add personal contacts to your own contact management information without sharing it with others.

Label Printing
There would be a Print type tab which will be having an option to separate tabs such as work, home, Notes etc to print all the details under the selected tab.

Customized Reporting
For printout as well as to view it on the screen there would an option to choose which columns/fields to print / show.

Secure Contact Manager
Control access to your contact lists with strict rights and permissions.

V. CONCLUSION:

It is used to advertisement of event. It is helpful in many situations like to send letter or invitation to our relatives, friends, or clients. Everyone depends on a lot of contacts which cannot be remembered easily as it’s tough to do so. Hence dependability increases on phones. It is very useful for future use. All friends, relative, close friends their wishes and inviting our party and so on. It is useful for future use.
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